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Abstract
In this paper, we study conveners' work in establishing change towards sustainability
through cross‐sector social partnerships (CSSPs). Applying a paradox lens, we offer a
new perspective on tensions in CSSPs: These are not hurdles or challenges to overcome in order to reach success but endure throughout the entire CSSP process. This
insight changes the role of the convener, who no longer has to overcome but has to
navigate tension. We focus on two tensions related to the convener role: the convener as leader but without formal authority over CSSP‐partners and the convener
as both stakeholder and (neutral) facilitator in the process. Through a case study on
a CSSP in the Dutch timber sector, we explain how a convener (Forest Stewardship
Council Netherlands) responded to these tensions over time. We add to literatures
on CSSPs and convening by outlining the relevance of a paradox perspective in this
domain.
KEY W ORDS

collaboration, convening, cross‐sector social partnerships (CSSPs), organizational change, paradox
theory, sustainable development
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

to overcome the initial distrust likely when there are differences in
status, power, and access to resources” (Dorado, Giles Jr., & Welch,

Cross‐sector social partnerships (CSSPs) are increasingly recognized as

2009, p. 373). Conveners are expected to facilitate CSSPs, mitigating

an answer to complex sustainability challenges (Eweje & Palakshappa,

challenges and driving the partnership process forward. Yet as Dorado

2009; Fontana, 2018; Gray & Purdy, 2018). In fact, one of the sustain-

and Vaz (2003, p. 143) note, “we know quite little about the actions

able development goals developed by the United Nations (UN) is to

and strategies that conveners use to ease difficulties between the

“revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development” (UN,

parties and encourage communication and trust.”

2018). This high‐level recognition has reverberated within academic

Looking at the position and strategies of conveners, several poten-

debates, where the potential value of CSSPs for sustainable develop-

tial tensions can be identified. First, conveners are often the initiator

ment and sustainable supply chain management is widely recognized

and driver of the partnership and, as such, are expected to play a lead-

(Eweje & Palakshappa, 2009; Gold, Seuring, & Beske, 2010; Kolk &

ing role in the process, whereas on the other hand, they do not have

Lenfant, 2013; Nelson, Rueda, & Vermeulen, 2018). The emphasis of

any formal authority over their partners and thereby lack the power

policy makers on the necessity of CSSPs has led to a thriving commu-

to impose change upon their partners (Gray, 1989; Wood & Gray,

nity of “partnership specialists” who take up a nonpartisan role in

1991). This tension has been discussed in research on collaboration

organizing and driving CSSPs. These partnership specialists, or “con-

and is not convener‐specific (e.g., Huxham & Vangen, 2000, 2004).

veners,” are people or organizations with specific experience and

However, the lack of formal authority drives conveners (or collabora-

capacity in instigating and driving CSSPs; they “encourage participants

tive leaders) to adopt alternative influencing strategies, each with their
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own contradictions. Tennyson (2005), for example, suggests how giving

the process. FSC‐NL thus tried to initiate a collaboration that involved

direction may be perceived as being overly involved in or possessive of

a complex process of changing norms and standards towards more

the partnership process, which may jeopardize their collaborative leader-

sustainable sourcing. While playing a role as lead and driver in the

ship. It is important to consider this “leading‐facilitating” tension to bet-

CSSP, FSC‐NL had no formal authority over the retail businesses

ter understand conveners' responses. Second, conveners' effectiveness

involved: All actors entered the partnership on a voluntary basis. Nev-

is often assumed to depend on their position as unbiased party (Dorado

ertheless, FSC‐NL convened the process, whereas it also had a clear

& Vaz, 2003; Kalegaonkar & Brown, 2000); in practice, however, the

stake themselves, namely, the promotion of FSC‐certified timber in

convening role is often taken on by one of the partners in the process

the Netherlands, their main raison d'être. This case allows us to exam-

who as such also has a vested interest in the collaboration (Westley &

ine how a convener copes with these important tensions, guided by

Vredenburg, 1991). This evokes a tension between “being neutral” and

the research question: “How does a convener navigate tensions relat-

“having an interest” (the “neutrality‐stakeholding” tension), specific to

ing to their role and position in their effort to safeguard a transition

the work of conveners. Hence, partners in the CSSP may experience dif-

towards sustainable timber sourcing?”

ficulty to dissociate the convener role from the other role(s) played by

Our contribution is twofold. First, we extend paradox theory in the

the convener. This variety in roles may lead to tensions in the CSSP, in

study of CSSPs by looking in more detail at how partnership conveners

turn hampering progress. In this paper, we aim to better understand

navigate tensions they face in their work of enabling and nurturing col-

how conveners and their partners deal with these two tensions.

laboration in CSSPs. We view tensions in CSSPs as persistent over time,

In doing so, we apply a paradox perspective (Miron‐Spektor,

needing to be managed, rather than as challenges that should be over-

Ingram, Keller, Smith, & Lewis, 2018; Putnam, Fairhurst, & Banghart,

come or solved. So doing, we change the prevailing perspective on

2016; Smith & Lewis, 2011), which has been successfully introduced

the role of conveners: Rather than having to find solutions to complex

in recent research on CSSPs (Ashraf, Ahmadsimab, & Pinkse, 2017;

problems, they have to navigate a complex process that is rife with ten-

Jay, 2013; Sharma & Bansal, 2017; Stadtler & Van Wassenhove,

sions in order to maintain progress towards their desired outcomes. We

2016). Paradoxes are defined as “contradictory yet interrelated ele-

focus specifically on the tensions relating to the role of conveners, how

ments that exist simultaneously and persist over time” (Smith &

these are experienced and responded to. Second, our study helps to

Lewis, 2011, p. 382). The paradox perspective has increased in popu-

better understand the challenging process of convening CSSPs in the

larity over the past decade and is even considered a meta‐theoretical

domain of sustainable trade, by explaining the balancing act that con-

lens (Lewis & Smith, 2014; Schad, Lewis, Raisch, & Smith, 2016),

veners face in dealing both with CSSP challenges and with tensions

encompassing research on tensions, dualisms, contradictions, and dia-

related to their own role and position as a convener. Conveners need

lectics (Putnam et al., 2016). Within this growing tradition, we employ

to balance tensions occurring both within and between organizations.

the term tensions as most suitable to describe issues faced by con-

In the following, we introduce paradox theory in more detail, apply-

veners in CSSPs; following the study by Carlson, Poole, Lambert,

ing it as a useful lens to analyze the process of convening in CSSPs. Sub-

and Lammers (2017) on dilemmas, we sought a term that “serves as

sequently, we explain our methodology and present our case study in the

a more widely applicable label […] acknowledging possible variations

Dutch timber sector. We conclude with our findings and a discussion.

in the degree to which demands conflict or compete” (p. 288).
Employing this construct, we recast challenges in CSSPs as tensions
that persist over time, in contrast to momentary challenges or hurdles

2
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THEORY

to be overcome. The construct of tensions thus requires embracing
the existence of contradictory demands as poles that may both need
to be preserved. The extent to which these tensions are perceived as
paradoxical depends on how conveners—and their partners in the

2.1 | Paradox (meta‐)theory: A relevant lens in
multiple domains

CSSP—experience and handle these tensions. Based on a case study

Persistent tensions have been studied in paradox theory, which is

of a convener working on the issue of sustainable timber, we argue

therefore a useful lens to analyze tension in CSSPs. A paradox is “a

that the paradox perspective allows us to better understand con-

persistent contradiction between interdependent elements” (Schad

veners' efforts as navigating (persistent) tensions in CSSPs related

et al., 2016, p. 10), and paradox theory explores “how organizations

to their own complex position within these CSSPs.

can attend to competing demands simultaneously” (Smith & Lewis,

Our case study comprises a collaborative effort initiated by the

2011, p. 381). Examples of competing demands that organizations

nonprofit organization (NPO) Forest Stewardship Council Netherlands

face are short‐ versus long‐term goalsetting, control versus autonomy,

(FSC‐NL). This Dutch branch of the Forest Stewardship Council1

or rigidity versus flexibility (Das & Teng, 2000; Raza‐Ullah, Bengtsson,

aimed to effectuate a transition toward sustainably certified timber

& Kock, 2014; Schad et al., 2016). The premise of paradox theory is its

retail in the Netherlands. As an instigator of this change process,

holistic mindset: In the short term, organizational actors may choose

FSC‐NL assumed a convener role and joined forces with leading retail

between competing demands (i.e., either/or responses), but in the long

businesses in the Dutch timber sector, including two other NPOs in

term, these demands will persist over time, and organizational
actors will have to find ways to respond to both poles simultaneously

1

The international forest certification scheme FSC was established in 1993 as a
multistakeholder initiative. Currently, there are 53 national offices.
FSC‐Netherlands is a nonprofit (network) organization, working with partners in
the Netherlands to increase the demand for FSC‐certified timber (FSC‐NL, 2015).

(i.e., both/and responses; Putnam et al., 2016).
Within the paradox domain, there is disagreement on the nature
of paradoxes relating to definitional questions: what is a paradox, a
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dialectic, a tension, and a contradiction? In this paper, we focus on per-

of stakeholders, expertise, resources, and capabilities to realize a col-

sistent tensions because the concept has a wider applicability than the

laborative advantage (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012; Eweje & Palakshappa,

more narrowly defined concept of paradox. Organizational tensions

2009; Huxham, 1996; Huxham & Vangen, 2013). Although the value

are defined as “ubiquitous and persistent forces that challenge and fuel

of CSSPs is widely recognized, it is also acknowledged that in practice,

long‐term success” (Lewis & Smith, 2014, p. 129). Tensions are consid-

realizing and maintaining collaboration in such initiatives is a daunting

ered inherent to organizational life; however, they can be “cognitively

task, for example, due to power imbalances; lack of trust between

and socially constructed as paradoxical when actors polarize elements,

partners; or issues of legitimacy, accountability, and effectiveness (cf.

ignoring or masking their interdependence” (Lewis & Smith, 2014, p.

Arts, 2002; Babiak & Thibault, 2009; Kolk, 2014; Seitanidi & Crane,

133). Studying tensions and paradox thus concerns both “latent” ten-

2014; Selsky & Parker, 2005; Simon & Schiemer, 2015). Given these

sions that are omnipresent in organizational life and “salient” tensions

complexities involved in partnerships for sustainability (Pattberg &

that are experienced by organizational actors (Smith & Lewis, 2011).

Widerberg, 2016; van Huijstee, Francken, & Leroy, 2007), examining

Paradox theory has become a popular approach that is broadly
applied to multiple organizational domains, providing novel insights

the role of conveners in these CSSPs is highly relevant, as they are
expected to play an important role in mitigating such challenges.

on a broad range of organizational phenomena. For example, in sus-

By applying a paradox lens, we focus on tensions in CSSPs—and

tainability research, paradox theory has been used to explain how

more specifically on those tensions relating to the position of con-

seemingly contradictory demands of economic, social, and environ-

veners in CSSPs. Rather than considering them as temporal issues, or

mental performance could be integrated (Hahn, Figge, Pinkse, &

hurdles to be overcome, we recast them as tensions that persist over

Preuss, 2018) or how companies can continue to grow while

time (Schad et al., 2016). This assumption paves the way for a more

safeguarding the natural environment (part‐vs.‐whole paradox) (Jay,

comprehensive understanding of the role of conveners, doing justice

Soderstrom, & Grant, 2017). Another example is the study of

to the complexity of CSSPs (for sustainability). Conveners are no lon-

coopetition, that is, the simultaneous acts of competing and collabo-

ger the catalytic agents that should overcome tension and conflict

rating between (for profit) organizations. Research on coopetition

between organizations in CSSPs but instead have to continuously nav-

has shown the potential of a paradox perspective on interorganiza-

igate tensions that are ongoing and omnipresent in the collaboration

tional dynamics (Stadtler, 2018). Supported by earlier applications of

process. Moreover, they have to balance their own paradoxical posi-

paradox thinking, in the next section, we argue that this perspective

tion in the CSSP as well.
Based on extant literature, we see two specific tensions in the

can also contribute to our understanding of the role and strategies
of conveners in CSSPs over time.

role of conveners in CSSPs. First, conveners need to define their handling of a leading role in the CSSP, in light of their lack of executive
authority over their partners, indicating the leading‐facilitating tension

2.2
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Convening CSSPs: Navigating tensions

(Huxham & Vangen, 2000; Wood & Gray, 1991). Wood and Gray

CSSPs are collaborative arrangements between business, NPOs, and/or

(1991) identified four tactics or attributes that conveners use as a

government “formed explicitly to address social issues and causes that

means of authority, aimed at exerting influence over stakeholders in

actively engage the partners on an ongoing basis” (Selsky & Parker,

the collaborative process: (a) legitimation (convener is fair), (b) facilita-

2005, p. 850). Businesses increasingly partner with NPOs to execute

tion (convener is trusted), (c) mandate (convener is powerful), and (d)

their corporate social responsibility strategies (Fontana, 2018). In this

persuasion (convener is credible). However, in their explanation of

study, we focus specifically on a CSSP that aims to go beyond CSR and

these convener tactics, there appear to be several contradictions that

transform the core business practices of the retail businesses involved

indicate tensions in this leading role. For example, conveners have to

in the CSSP towards more sustainable sourcing, that is, adopting sustain-

be fair so as not to use their formal authority one‐sidedly (legitimation)

ability standards in their sourcing practices (Gold et al., 2010).

but also have to be trusted to facilitate the process because they lack

Conveners2 are people or organizations who “establish, legitimize,

formal authority (Wood & Gray, 1991). Therefore, conveners have to

and guide the collaborative alliance” (Wood & Gray, 1991). Conveners

adopt alternative tactics to influence their partners in the CSSP. Sec-

can be third‐party actors that are asked to join a CSSP as an unbiased

ond, Westley and Vredenburg (1991) and Stadtler and Probst (2012)

partner, or they can be part of the partnership (i.e., having initiated it,

point to another tension in the role of conveners3 who are both medi-

as is the case in our study). Convening has increasingly been recog-

ators (allegedly without self‐interest), whereas, at the same time, they

nized as an important aspect of CSSPs, and consequently, there has

often are also stakeholders in the collaboration (with self‐interest). We

been an increased academic interest in this phenomenon over the past

call this the neutrality–stakeholding tension. This begs the question as

two decades (cf. Clarke & Fuller, 2010; Dorado, 2005; Dorado et al.,

to how conveners can deal with contradictions between what is

2009; Stadtler & Probst, 2012; Svendsen & Laberge, 2005). CSSPs

needed for the partnership and what is best for themselves. This ten-

for sustainability are often expected to have transformational effects

sion may lead to difficulties for the convener in adopting a role that

in the field where they envision change, by bringing together a variety

partners perceive as “neutral” or unbiased (Dorado & Vaz, 2003;
Kalegaonkar & Brown, 2000). A convener's neutrality is delicate, due

2

Various concepts have been applied to describe the organizations or actors
that we denote as conveners. Some examples are “partnership brokers” (Stadtler
& Probst, 2012); “network brokers” (Obstfeld, Borgatti, & Davis, 2014); or
“bridging agents” (Manning & Roessler, 2013). We use the term conveners, as
it is well developed in literature and is also commonly applied by practitioners.

They use a different terminology, and refer to “bridging organizations”
(Westley & Vredenburg, 1991) or “broker organizations” (Stadtler & Probst,
2012) but refer to similar intermediary organizations.

3
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to their own stake in the process; nonetheless, in their capacity

research in 2012/13) by the Sustainable Trade Initiative (IDH), a Dutch

toward realizing social objectives, they are expected to maintain a

NPO funded by multiple European governments to stimulate sustain-

neutral position amongst the interests of the other stakeholders.

able trade globally and that worked with FSC‐NL on the theme of sus-

We propose that both potential tensions are likely to be more

tainable timber. To stimulate the demand for FSC‐certified timber and

pronounced in CSSPs where the convener role is taken up by one of

paper in the Netherlands, in 2011, FSC‐NL instigated the partnership

the partners in the collaboration, rather than by an outside, third party

we highlight here. The leadership of FSC‐NL was highly involved with

convener. Particularly in CSSPs for sustainability, where the objective

this CSSP, whereas the communication department was involved in a

of the collaborative partnership is often to transition towards sustain-

specific part of the CSSP, namely, the consumer campaign. All these

able sourcing practices, a convening NPO lacks executive authority

people had a nonprofit background. The initial steps in setting up

over their business partners, implying that they cannot make decisions

the CSSP were taken by a former director, who had ample private sec-

on their part and have to work collaboratively to entice business into

tor experience and was well connected in the Dutch timber sector.

changing their sourcing practices (Guo & Acar, 2005). Moreover, these
NPOs often have a clear stake in the CSSP themselves, as we will indicate in our case study.

3.2

|

The cross‐sector social partnership

The effect of these two specific tensions (leading vs. facilitating

In 2011, a retail sector analysis conducted by FSC‐NL identified the

and neutrality vs. stakeholding) on the CSSP depends on the way

bottlenecks that prevented the Dutch timber sector to transition

actors—the convener and other partners in the CSSP—perceive these

towards 100% sustainably certified timber retail. It showed that retail

tensions, that is, whether these are considered to be salient tensions

businesses were hesitant to be the first mover in the transition, due to

(Smith & Lewis, 2011). Whether or not tensions are “salient” influ-

the anticipated increase in retail price, fearing a potential loss of clien-

ences how actors respond to them. Responses have been well docu-

tele to competing, uncertified wood retailers. The CSSP was an

mented in the paradox literature (Hahn et al., 2018), offering generic

attempt to solve this issue through collaboration: By having all retail

response strategies (Poole & van de Ven, 1989; Putnam et al., 2016),

businesses take the step toward sustainably certified timber together,

or looking at how actors “approach […] and balance […] competing

they would avoid the risk of unfair competitive advantage while

logics” (Stadtler & van Wassenhove, 2016: 675). The objective of

changing the norms in retail with regards to sustainability. FSC‐NL

our study is to show how (NPO) conveners respond to the two iden-

invited all leading retail businesses in the timber sector to participate

tified tensions relating to their role and position in the CSSP, while

in the initiative and asked two NPOs to assist them: Wereld Natuur

maintaining their efforts to safeguard a transition towards sustainable

Fonds (WNF) and the aforementioned IDH. WNF is the Dutch branch

sourcing, in our case in the timber sector.

of the World Wildlife Fund, an international nongovernmental organization for the conservation of the natural environment. WNF, the
Dutch branch, aspires to safeguard the natural habitat of plants and

3

METHODOLOGY

|

animals; the organization builds partnerships with businesses, governments, finance institutions, local communities, academia, and other

We adopted a single case study design (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007;

NGOs to effectuate a more sustainable consumption of natural

Yin, 1994), whereby the CSSP instigated by FSC‐NL was the unit of

resources (World Wildlife Fund, 2015). As we will see, both NPOs were

analysis. Given our research question, we theoretically sampled this

brought on board for different reasons: IDH as an important financial

case due to FSC‐NL's position as convener of a CSSP, aiming to lead

sponsor of FSC‐NL and WNF for the environmentally friendly image.

a change process toward sustainable trade. Before elaborating on

FSC‐NL planned the CSSP in a three‐stage approach. The first

our methods of data collection and analysis, we first present the con-

step was crafting the “intention statement retail,” a covenant signed

vener and the CSSP in more detail.

by all partners in which they committed to work towards 100% sustainably certified timber4 retail. The second step was to secure implementation of this objective by drafting annual plans. These plans were

3.1

|

FSC‐NL: Convener of the CSSP

envisioned as yearly “contracts” between individual retail businesses

FSC‐NL, the focal organization in our study, is a nonprofit network

and FSC‐NL, in which the businesses were to outline their current

organization and serves as one of the 53 national offices of FSC‐Inter-

stock of sustainably certified timber and to present their ambitions

national. FSC‐International is a multistakeholder initiative founded in

for the coming year(s). Progress on these ambitions would then be

1993, with the ambition to improve sustainable forestry worldwide

monitored on a yearly basis and assessed by an independent consul-

through certification. To this end, it has taken various initiatives in

tant. The third step was an advertising campaign, to be deployed

many countries (van Kooten, Nelson, & Vertinsky, 2005; Werndle,

under the auspices of WNF and FSC‐NL, but under the explicit condi-

Brown, & Packer, 2006), among which the Netherlands. FSC‐NL is

tion that sufficient retail business organizations provided annual plans

not a standard‐setting organization (as FSC‐International) but manages

with ambitions that were in line with WNF standards, thus allowing

the FSC‐standard for Dutch forests and supervises FSC certification in

the businesses to brand their products accordingly. This campaign

the Netherlands. As a network organization, FSC‐NL collaborates

was seen as “the carrot” to seduce retail businesses to participate in

intensively with its partners to achieve these ambitions (FSC‐NL,

4

2015). It is funded by FSC‐International; its partners from different
sectors (construction, paper, and retail); and (at the time of our

As we describe later in the findings section, the meaning of what constitutes
“sustainably certified timber” was contested, and it took 14 versions of the covenant before the wording was accepted by all stakeholders in the CSSP.
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the CSSP; advertising with the well‐known “Panda‐logo” of WNF was

An additional third step took place 5 years from the start of our
study, in order to gauge the outcomes of the CSSP through retrospec-

expected to spark the retailers' interest.

tive interviews with the FSC‐NL leadership and one business partner

3.3

|

that was also interviewed in step two. Finally, we analyzed annual

Data collection and analysis

reports of participating businesses to assess the outcomes of the CSSP

Through in‐depth data gathering and analysis over an intermittent 5‐year

in terms of progress towards 100% sustainably certified timber retail.
All interviews (except with the former director of FSC‐NL con-

period, we revealed the tensions faced by FSC‐NL in their position as
convener

of

this

CSSP—and

their

responses.

We

combined

ducted in Step 1) were recorded and transcribed in verbatim. Inter-

semistructured interviews and document analysis as methods of data

views lasted around 1 hr, with some extending to 90 min. FSC‐NL is

collection. Interviews helped us understand the different viewpoints of

the only partner organization interviewed in each of the three steps,

participating partners in the CSSP and the ways they operated over time.

also involving multiple employees (four in total), as our analysis is

Analyzing documents was informative towards developing an overview

focused on their role as convener in the process.

of key events and outcomes of the process. We complemented these

We conducted our data analysis in an inductive manner (Bansal &

two modes of data collection with direct observations during two sector

Corley, 2012). We used the qualitative data‐analysis software Atlas.ti

events. The data were collected in three steps, summarized in Table 1.

for the initial coding of our interviews, documents, and field notes. This

The first introductory step consisted of three in‐depth interviews with

process gave us a good overview of events and actors involved over

key stakeholders in the CSSP: with a program manager from IDH and

time. On the basis of this initial familiarization with our data, we used

with the leadership of FSC‐NL, the convener and focal organization of

an interpretive approach to further examine our data, drawing on a pro-

our research. We also conducted a careful analysis of a number of

cess of empirical and theoretical interpretation of our findings. This pro-

documents on the CSSP, the most important being the report on the

cess drew us closer into the data as we progressed, revealing recurring

retail sector analysis by FSC‐NL (2011) and the 14 draft versions of the

patterns, both in terms of the partnership's development over time and

covenant. These draft covenant texts were key to our analysis, as they

in terms of the role and position of FSC‐NL as convener of the process.

exemplified the negotiations on what constituted “sustainably certified

This inductive process also led us to relate our findings to paradox the-

timber,” which appeared to be one of the central discussions in the pro-

ory, as we identified two persistent key tensions in the position of FSC‐

cess. Further, we attended two sector events in order to get acquainted

NL: the leading‐facilitating tension and the neutrality–stakeholding

with the partners in the CSSP and the Dutch timber sector in general.

tension. We elaborate on these tensions below.

The second step consisted of interviews with participating partners in the CSSP: five business representatives of different timber
retail companies involved in the covenant and two senior managers

4
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FINDINGS

from WNF. We also conducted a follow‐up interview with an IDH
program manager, plus three additional interviews with FSC‐NL staff,

The two tensions encountered by the convener, as introduced in our

including a representative from the communication department and a

theory section, are central to our analysis and are presented below.

two interviews with the FSC‐NL leadership.

For each of these, we provide examples from our data to illustrate

TABLE 1

When

Steps in data collection
1. Introductory interviews and document analysis

2. Interviews with partners

3. Retrospective interviews

• Oct–Dec 2012

• Jan–Mar 2013

• Jan–Mar 2018

Objectives • Setting out the objectives of the research, gain
support of key partners, and get a strategic‐level
overview and understanding of the CSSP
• Verifying interviewees' responses through
document analysis and attendance of events

• Collecting the various perspectives of
• Understanding the results and
partners involved in the CSSP on challenges,
outcomes, a few years after
opportunities and the role of FSC‐NL
implementation of the CSSP
• Respondent validation of the
analysis and interpretation of
data collected in Phases 1 and 2

Interviews • FSC‐NL (2)
• IDH (1)

•
•
•
•

FSC‐NL (3)
IDH (1)
WNF (2)
Businesses (5)

• FSC‐NL (1)
• Businesses (1)

Other
sources

• 14 draft texts of covenant text
• Business plans, strategy document
• Sector events attended (2)

• Annual reports of participating
organizations
• Websites/reports

Approach

• Starting with 3 preliminary interviews, followed by • Semistructured interviews
• Introduction to WNF and
analysis of key documents and attending sector
businesses through FSC‐NL
events
• Open‐ended, introductory interviews

• Revisiting the earlier findings
and open‐ended questions to
examine the results

Outcomes • Overview of (intended) process of CSSP
• Overview of key partners to include in step 2
• Disagreement on shared objective (draft texts)

• Collection of various perspectives
on the process, delays, challenges

• Understanding of outcomes of
the CSSP, how tensions were
addressed and with what results

Note. CSSP: cross‐sector social partnership; FSC‐NL: Forest Stewardship Council Netherlands; IDH: Sustainable Trade Initiative; WNF: World Wide Fund
for Nature Netherlands.
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how these tensions were manifested in our case study on the CSSP

first two examples as both/and responses, treating opposites as insep-

for sustainable timber retail in the Netherlands. Subsequently, we

arable and interdependent (Smith & Lewis, 2011).

present our analysis of how the convener FSC‐NL responded to these

Example 1, for instance, illustrates a vacillation response, that is,

tensions over time, thereby illustrating how conveners navigate ten-

shifting back and forth between the two poles of the tension at differ-

sions in CSSPs. Our findings are summarized in Table 2.

ent times, or in different contexts (Poole & van de Ven, 1989; Putnam
et al., 2016). Initially, FSC‐NL adopted a strong leading role in an effort
to kick‐start the process. However, this led to conflict with retail busi-

4.1

|

Tension 1: Leading versus facilitating

nesses, who felt they were being pushed into action—signing a cove-

The first tension in the convening role of FSC‐NL is the leading‐facilitating tension. Taking the lead in the process FSC‐NL designed a plan
of action, but it found on multiple occasions that its approach was not
accepted, or even resisted by its partners: This suggests that FSC‐NL
did not have the authority to impose its strategy upon its partners
and were perceived more as a “facilitator” of the process. However,

nant formalizing their agreement—that they were not yet ready for.
Finding their business partners unresponsive to their way of working,
FSC‐NL changed its approach, taking on a softer attitude facilitating
the process of formalizing the agreement in the covenant. This change
in approach of FSC‐NL coincided with a change of directorship. As
one business partner explained,

partners in the CSSP acknowledged that the collaboration would not

“But, now you see, it has become a very different

have been successful without having an organization such as FSC‐NL

covenant. And FSC‐NL, I must say, I talked about it

“taking the lead” in driving the process forward. The CSSP was a collab-

with the [new] Director and Deputy Director. Yes, FSC‐

orative effort in which competing retail businesses joined hands with

NL has a more subservient attitude, now.” (Business

NPOs to make a transition towards 100% sustainably certified timber

respondent)

retail; in fact, retailers did not deem it likely that they would have collaborated with competitors without FSC‐NL driving it. Clearly, the tension
that manifested was one between different (convener) roles: leading
versus facilitating. Figure 1 provides three examples from our data on
how this tension manifested itself at different times in the process.

Although taking a softer approach, FSC‐NL maintained in the lead of
developing the covenant text and negotiating with retail businesses
to formalize the commitments. Hence, where they initially emphasized
the leading pole, they changed their approach based on the response
of the businesses towards the more facilitative pole, while still maintaining progress. This signals a vacillation approach.
Example 2 illustrates how FSC‐NL attempted to balance the ten-

4.2 | Navigation strategies to the leading‐facilitating
tension

sion between leading and facilitating. Balancing implies that organiza-

We examined how FSC‐NL responded to the persistent tension

the contradiction and finding ways to work through them towards an

between its leading and facilitating convener roles. We found that

equilibrium (Putnam et al., 2016). FSC‐NL had attracted WNF and IDH

the leading‐facilitating tension was clearly recognized and experienced

as partners in an effort to strengthen its credibility, seeking their

by FSC‐NL, as shown by the examples in Figure 1. Applying response

support to FSC‐NL and enabling them to enact their role as lead. How-

strategies from paradox theory, we can characterize responses in the

ever, in practice, it turned out that WNF in particular was very

TABLE 2
Tension
Leading
versus
Facilitating

tions search for ways to embrace both poles of the tension, accepting

Summary of tensions and response strategies FSC‐NL
Core problem

Examples

Convener is expected to take the lead
1. Conflict between FSC‐NL and the
and drive progress, however lacks legitimacy
businesses who do not want to be
and authority to take up this role, and is thus
pushed into action by FSC‐NL
2. FSC‐NL being accepted as lead by other
pushed into facilitative mode of operating
NPOs, but also challenged on their strategy
and ambition levels by WNF (and IDH)
3. FSC‐NL not able to enforce independent
monitoring of results businesses

Convener is expected to be (neutral)
Neutrality
convener, equally weighing and mediating
versus
the interests of stakeholders in the CSSP,
Stakeholding
but also has own interests to represent,
potentially leading to a lack of clear vision,
and a delusion of roles

1. Discussion on the meaning of ‘100%
sustainably certified timber’, whether
or not FSC should be mentioned explicitly
or other certification schemes (PEFC)
are also acceptable

Responses/navigation
strategies
Both/and responses
Examples 1 and 2:
Vacillation (shifting back and forth)
Balance (embracing both poles,
accepting contradiction and
finding an equilibrium)
Either/or response
Example 3:
Selection (settling for a role
as facilitator)
Either/or response
Selection (initially a latent tension,
thus clear choice for one pole)
Shifting over time (because of push
WNF)
Both/and responses
Vacillation (shifting back and forth)
Balance (finding a balance in the
covenant text)

Note. CSSP: cross‐sector social partnership; FSC‐NL: Forest Stewardship Council Netherlands; IDH: sustainable trade initiative; NPO: nonprofit
organization.
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FIGURE 1

Examples tension 1: leading versus facilitating

influential in the process, setting specific demands that FSC‐NL had

eventually opposed this protocol,5 so FSC‐NL accepted its lack of

not anticipated and thereby actually undermining the authority and

authority in this regard—and allowed businesses to organize a self‐

leading role of FSC‐NL. FSC‐NL referred to the fact that WNF was a

monitoring system. However, some retail businesses failed to follow

much bigger and more influential organization than FSC‐NL, which

through on this monitoring, and FSC‐NL reluctantly accepted this,

led to a lack of confidence in their own leading role in the process,

implicitly and somewhat aversely selecting their role as facilitator

triggering attempts to accommodate the wishes of WNF, thereby

rather than leader.

playing a more facilitative role in the CSSP. Throughout the CSSP,
FSC‐NL continuously had to balance this process, as it both needed
the support of their NPO partners and also wanted to maintain their
leading role.

4.3 | Tension 2: Neutral convening versus
stakeholding interest

Example 3 shows a dynamic of selection, an either/or response

We identified a second tension, whereby FSC‐NL endeavored to play

where actors choose to focus on one pole, thereby minimizing or

both a neutral convener role in the CSSP while simultaneously having

ignoring the other (Putnam et al., 2016; Seo, Putnam, & Bartunek,
2004). Initially, FSC‐NL took the lead and designed a monitoring protocol—to gauge progress in terms of meeting the sustainability goals
articulated by the CSSP—that was supported by an external consultant. However, the business partners struggled to implement and

5
Retail businesses struggled with implementing the protocol because it did not
match their existing systems to monitor stock. Furthermore, the cost of external
auditing was very high, and therefore, there also was a pragmatic consideration
to quit external monitoring.
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a clear stake in the process: the neutrality–stakeholding tension. Data

covenant reflected a compromise in these schemes, showing that

illustration of this tension is presented in Figure 2. In their role as neu-

FSC‐NL adopted a balancing strategy to this tension, attempting to

tral convener, FSC‐NL had to (equally) weigh all interests of their part-

embrace both their neutral convening role and their stakeholder inter-

ners in the CSSP, towards reaching joint agreement on the definition

est in promoting FSC‐certified timber in the Netherlands.

of what “sustainably certified” involved. Aligning the partners' interests already proved challenging, as these were at times diametrically
opposed: for example, with regard to the question of what criteria

4.5

for sustainably certified timber were to be accepted (see Figure 2 for

The two tensions that manifested itself in the CSSP and FSC‐NL's

more details). The issue of opposed interests represents a classic chal-

response strategies to navigate these tensions have been presented

lenge in CSSPs, where diverging interests have to be bridged to come

separately in the two subsections above. However, these examples

to joint solutions; in fact, this is one of the key motivations to involve a

show that the tensions we found are connected through the push

convener. In this case, the condition of neutrality was violated by FSC‐

and pull between actors. This connection is most clearly visible in

NL's own position in the CSSP: being the Dutch branch of FSC, it had

the strong influence of WNF on the CSSP, which is illustrated both

a clear interest in promoting FSC‐certified timber retail. Interestingly,

in Example 2 for the leadership–facilitation tension and in the example

this tension was not experienced by members of FSC‐NL per se. In

of the neutrality–stakeholding tension. It was the strong push by WNF

fact, they clearly assumed a pragmatic position, accepting alternative

on the ambitions of the covenant (accepting only FSC‐certified timber

timber certification schemes (PEFC6) for the sake of keeping all part-

or also PEFC) that challenged FSC‐NL on their interests in the CSSP

ners on board. However, WNF challenged this position, considering

(i.e., being neutral convener or having a vested interest) and on their

alternatives as insufficiently stringent in terms of sustainability guaran-

leadership position in the CSSP (i.e., being the leader or facilitator). This

tees. Furthermore, they challenged FSC‐NL on their pragmatic posi-

shows how tensions are interwoven or “nested” (Schad et al., 2016)

tion, questioning why FSC‐NL, being the Dutch branch of the FSC

and how responses to one tension can have consequences for another

certification scheme, would promote any other certification scheme.

tension in the same process: Namely, the vacillation response of FSC‐

|

Nested tensions

Consequently, whereas FSC‐NL initially did not experience this ten-

NL in the neutrality–stakeholding tension fueled the leadership–facil-

sion per se, the reaction of WNF sparked this initially latent tension

itation tension.

in the position and role of FSC‐NL.

The third step of the CSSP, the consumer campaign with WNF to
promote the partners' efforts toward sustainable timber took place in
2014, 2 years after initiating the CSSP. Thereafter, WNF's involvement

4.4 | Navigation strategies to the neutrality–
stakeholding tension
Looking at how FSC‐NL responded to the neutrality–stakeholding tension, their initial actions show the either/or response of selection. At
that time, the tension was latent: FSC‐NL did not perceive their position as being the Dutch FSC‐certification representative problematic
in their attempts to play a neutral convening role in the CSSP. It chose
a pragmatic approach, accepting that the industry adhered two different certification schemes, and following IDH and the norms set by the
Dutch government in its recognition of both FSC and the competing

in the CSSP decreased, and changes in personnel further minimized
their involvement. Reflecting on the development of the CSSP over
time in the final retrospective interview, FSC‐NL mentioned that some
of the most pronounced tensions encountered in the early stages of
the CSSP actually “disappeared” upon WNF leaving the scene. Still,
FSC‐NL was convinced that WNF's initial involved had been crucial
for the success of the CSSP. Apparently, the tensions were a price to
be paid for a successful partnership: Although WNF caused considerable conflict and delay in the process, it also provided the needed
legitimacy to the CSSP.

PEFC scheme. By doing so, FSC‐NL initially chose to be the neutral
convener, acting in the best interest of the CSSP and mediating the
interests of all partners.
However, the tension became increasingly salient because of
WNFs insistent questioning as to why FSC‐NL would accept any other
certification scheme than FSC itself. This led FSC‐NL to rethink their
position, and it partially altered its response. Applying paradox terminology, their response became more both/and, related to the negotiations on the covenant text (the formal agreement outlining how the
partners would realize their sustainability aims). Analysis of the draft
covenant texts showed a strategy of vacillation between FSC‐NL's
desire to promote FSC‐certified timber—thereby also satisfying the
demands of their important partner WNF—and their attempts to
accommodate all partners in the CSSP, some of whom adhered to
both PEFC and FSC certification. Ultimately, the wording of the
6

Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes (http://www.
pefc.org).

5

|

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we set out to answer the research question: “How
does a convener navigate tensions relating to their role and position
in their effort to safeguard a transition towards sustainable timber
sourcing?” Based on a case study of a CSSP in the Dutch timber sector, we examined how the convener (FSC‐NL) responded to two
central tensions over time: leading–facilitating and neutrality–
stakeholding. Applying a paradox lens allowed us to recast these
tensions in a CSSP as persistent over time, rather than as hurdles
or temporary challenges to overcome; an observation noted in the
paradox literature before (Dubé & Robey, 2009; Lewis & Smith,
2014) but one that also sheds new light on how conveners operate
in CSSPs. We thus contribute to the understanding of what conveners do when driving change through CSSPs: rather than seeking
for solutions to tensions prior to progressing towards their
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FIGURE 2

Example tension 2: neutral convening versus stakeholder interest. FSC‐certified versus sustainably certified timber

objectives, instead, they continuously navigate tensions in CSSPs,

5.1

|

Theoretical implications

while maintaining progress towards their objectives. In addition,
our findings also increase our understanding of the challenges con-

Our study has two important theoretical implications. First, we show

veners face in advancing sustainability through collaboration. They

how conveners navigate the tensions they face in their work of

engage in a ‘double’ balancing act: dealing with CSSP challenges

enabling and nurturing collaboration in CSSPs. In the literature, con-

(i.e., finding compromises between partners), while simultaneously

veners' success is to a large extent ascribed to their personal qualities

also facing tensions related to their own role and position as a con-

or attributes, such as their legitimacy, credibility, mandate, power,

vener and a partner in the CSSP. Applying a paradox perspective

familiarity with the situation, or their position as an unbiased party

thus allows us to unpack some complexities of convening CSSPs

(Dorado & Vaz, 2003; Gray, 1985; Kalegaonkar & Brown, 2000; Wood

for sustainability.

& Gray, 1991), based on the assumption that these qualities will help

To substantiate these contributions, we take a closer look at

conveners to overcome issues such as distrust and to build productive

our findings (see Table 2). For both tensions, we see three response

collaborative relationships (Dorado & Vaz, 2003; Svendsen & Laberge,

strategies or navigation tactics being employed either simulta-

2005). We add to this well‐developed stream of studies on conveners

neously or subsequently: selection, vacillation, and balancing. Inter-

and interorganizational collaboration by applying a paradox lens,

estingly, these tactics are the same for both tensions, although

thereby altering assumptions about the role and activities of con-

they are manifested in a different sequence—and informed by dif-

veners: They are no longer perceived as the catalytic agents

ferent motivations. Our three examples showed how FSC‐NL expe-

possessing certain qualities that will help them to overcome tensions

rienced first the leadership–facilitation tension and actively sought

such as distrust but instead have to find ways to navigate towards

ways to deal with it, either through shifting between poles—trying

the CSSP objectives, without necessarily having to overcome these

to balance both extremes through both/and responses—or (reluc-

tensions. Consequently, our analysis focuses on the activities and tac-

tantly) selecting one pole, an either/or response. The neutrality–

tics of conveners, rather than on their qualities. Viewing conveners'

stakeholding tension illustrated how FSC‐NL's response strategies

work as navigating complex and dynamic environments suggests a dif-

changed over time. Initially, the convener did not perceive this ten-

ferent take on what is needed to operate in such a role and on what

sion as salient, selecting one end of the pole in mediating others'

constitutes successful convening in CSSPs in terms of meeting the

interests. Only when the tension became salient, pressured by

objectives. This is in line with research on interorganizational collabo-

WNF, FSC‐NL actively sought both/and responses, applying both

ration (e.g., Das & Teng, 2000), which De Rond and Bouchikhi (2004,

vacillation and balance strategies. As we outline below, examining

p. 60) briefly summarize as a “recurrent, discontinuous sequence of

these tensions in detail has both theoretical and practical

confrontation and conflict between contrary forces.” As they note, this

implications.

sequence is “a normal (neither functional nor dysfunctional) fact of
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alliance life” (De Rond & Bouchikhi, 2004, p. 59). Our findings show

Second, looking particularly at the second tension of being neutral

that similar sequences play out in convening CSSPs on sustainability.

versus having an interest as a stakeholder, it is important to carefully

In our study, we analyzed how FSC‐NL, in its efforts to achieve the

consider which organizations are suited to act as convener. Our case

objective of transitioning to 100% sustainable timber sourcing, had

involved a NPO partner who initiated and convened the CSSP, which

to adapt their strategy to occurring (and recurring) tensions between

sparks the question on whether they could truly reflect neutrality in

partners, as well as to tensions related to their own, complicated role

their convening role. It could well have been more productive to make

throughout the entire CSSP process. We thus show that convening a

sure the convener was a neutral third party, without a stake in the

CSSP is also about employing multiple and sometimes contradictory

CSSP, to avoid this neutrality–stakeholding tension. Yet this might

tactics simultaneously or alternately over time: a recurrent sequence

be difficult to ensure when conveners are purpose‐driven organiza-

of confrontation and conflict.

tions themselves. Their deep involvement, and hence their interest in

The second theoretical implication is that conveners have a role to

a theme, probably also gives them the drive to keep working with

play throughout the entire CSSP process. CSSP studies usually differ-

the tensions involved. This leads to several opportunities for further

entiate several phases in the CSSP lifecycle (cf. Seitanidi & Crane,

research.

2009), and it is often suggested that conveners have a role to play primarily in the formation phases of the CSSP, “bridging unaware, unsure
or sceptical actors to explore the possibilities of cooperation”

5.3

|

Opportunities for future research

(Kalegaonkar & Brown, 2000, p. 9). As we see in our study, FSC‐NL

Lewis and Smith (2014) define tensions as “ubiquitous and persis-

maintained their involvement throughout the entire CSSP process,

tent forces that challenge and fuel long‐term success” (p. 129). In

adopting different tactics over time. This is in line with earlier findings

this paper, and in many studies emphasizing tension and paradox

of Stadtler and Probst (2012), who differentiate between convener

within (and between) organizations, emphasis has been placed on

7

roles in various phases of a CSSP. We add to their findings by show-

how tensions create challenges for organizations. However, ten-

ing the complex intricacies of convening when perceived as a process

sions may potentially also fuel success because “embracing and

of continuous navigation between opposing poles, requiring different

accepting paradox sparks creativity, and learning, fueling synergies

and sometimes contradictory tactics. Viewing convening like this high-

that enable systems to thrive among tensions” (Lewis and Smith,

lights how convening a complex partnership is more about navigating

2014, p. 133). Consequently, it would be fruitful to study if and

enduring tensions than about solving them. CSSPs involve tensions

how tensions can fuel successful change through CSSPs and, more

occurring both within and between organizations. Our study showed,

specifically, how conveners can recast CSSP tensions as energizing

for example, that the flexibility of FSC‐NL in alternating response

and how openly they should foster joint strategies for making use

strategies was not always to their own liking but, especially in the sec-

of these tensions.

ond tension, also strongly influenced by WNF. This implies that the

Second, a promising avenue for future research is to look in more

tensions in the role of the convener cannot be perceived in isolation,

detail at how tensions in CSSPs are nested (Schad et al., 2016). In our

that is, as tensions only faced by the convener at one single point in

findings section, we briefly indicated the connection between the two

time. Instead, these tensions are continuously present and influence

tensions identified in our study. As CSSPs involve complex and

one another, feeding into recent ideas on nested paradoxes (Schad

dynamic collaboration processes, it is important to further explore

et al., 2016).

how tensions and responses are intertwined. In our paper, we have
specifically looked at the tensions related to the convener role, focusing on how tensions were navigated. However, the convener role is

5.2

|

Practical implications

not defined in isolation, and conveners' responses elicit reactions from
partners. Developing insights in the dynamics involved in the collabo-

Based on our findings and discussion, we also identify two practical

ration process, looking at nested tensions and interorganizational

implications from our study. First, it is important that conveners

dynamics, would also be an interesting topic for future research in

have a clear understanding of their role in the CSSP. This role is

CSSPs, especially in CSSPs dealing with a complex issue such as

not straightforward, but multifaceted. Conveners have to play mul-

sustainability.

tiple, contradicting roles simultaneously—while maintaining prog-

Two further promising avenues for future research are informed

ress towards the objective of the CSSP. They need to lead, usually

by the potential shortcomings of this study. First, in this paper, less

without having authority to impose change upon their partners.

attention has been devoted to the long‐term effects of conveners'

Further, they have to balance the interests of each partner (includ-

response strategies. That is, the largest part of our data collection took

ing their own interest at times) with the overall interest of the CSSP.

place while the convening process was still ongoing. Although this

Finally, they have to deploy multiple tactics simultaneously and

approach enabled us to study the underlying tensions of the process

spread over time, and sometimes, these tactics may contradict one

in greater detail, we could not fully determine the ultimate fate of

another and lead to partners being both friends and foes in the

FSC‐NLs envisioned transition in the timber sector. We decided to

same trajectory—depending on the issue at hand.

conduct a limited number of follow‐up interviews that helped to inter-

These authors adopt a different terminology. They use “broker organization”
and conceptualize “convening” as one of the roles performed by a broker
organization.

7

pret our data and complete our analysis, but given the changes in
organizations involved, crafting a detailed analysis of the achieved
outcomes was not achieved. The overemphasis on anticipated
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benefits instead of realized outcomes is a common shortcoming of
CSSP studies (van Tulder, Seitanidi, Crane, & Brammer, 2016), which
we have not been able to address here. In particular, in light of gauging
the potential of a paradox perspective, it would be valuable if future
research would try to answer questions related to the long‐term
effects of certain (either/or and both/and) responses to tensions in
CSSPs. Second, our case study comprises an NPO convener in the
domain of sustainable timber trade. To further advance our understanding of the role of conveners, a comparative case study of different (types of) conveners in CSSPs would be valuable: Will the tensions
related to the convener role be very different if the convener is not an
interested NPO, but an (independent) third party? What other tensions might be present in such a situation and how would these be
navigated?
Altogether, these suggestions for further research suggest that
more work is to be done in applying a paradox lens to CSSPs, but
they also underline the value of such an approach, as it helps to
explain how a convener navigates tensions over time. In times
where partnerships and collaborative supply chain initiatives are
frequently promoted as an important way forward (UN, 2018), this
is a relevant contribution.
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